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Metal Casting Supplies and Foundry Supplies now on Metal Casting Zone

Foundry Supplies and Casting Supplies at a new section of Metal Casting Zone all about Casting Supplies.

May 25, 2008 - PRLog -- Hobart, Washington USA

Foundry Supplies Information and stats on the various Metal Casting Supplies and Foundry Supplies can
now be found at a new section on Metal Casting website that is all about what Casting Supplies you need to
cast metal. The new Foundry Supplies section can be accessed by users and non-users by visiting the
following web address: http://www.metalcastingzone.com/casting-supplies/. 

Here is an excerpt from the Casting Supplies section page on Metal Casting Zone:

“Cast cutters and blades: There are two varieties of cast cutter blade for plaster casts – 2 inches and 2.5
inches. This comprises of one blade and in most of the cutters, stainless steel blades fit in. This has a
maintenance free operation and is comfortable to use. There is a high torque motor and an ON / OFF
switch. The Cast cutter blade for synthetic casts is also available in two sizes – 2 inches and 2.5 inches.
This has the same features as mentioned above. The Hercules Plaster Shears 7.5 inches is a Hercules heavy
duty bandage and plaster shears 7.5 inches (19.1 cm) and has a serrated blade. The Cast cutter heavy duty
with metal housing consists of one 2 inches fiberglass blade. In most of the cutters, a stainless steel blade
can be fitted. The length is 12.5 inches and weight is 3 lbs 13 oz. This is specially lubricated for greater
service and more comfort. The heavy duty can be used in both clinical use and fabrication setting.”

The new Foundry Supplies webpage is there to provide users with all of the information they need on the
tools for Casting and learning the basics of various Metal Casting Supplies. It can be visited for free at: 
http://www.metalcastingzone.com/casting-supplies/.  This new section of Casting Supplies information will
continue to be updated with the latest and greatest information on the basics of IronCasting at: 
http://www.metalcastingzone.com.  

About Metal Casting Zone: Metal Casting Zone is a Community Site that brings users into a deeper
relationship with Metal Casting.
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